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Why is extreme value theory important?
I Case study: Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.

Figure: https://www.industryglobalnews24.com/images/fukushima-joins-
hand-with-chernobyl-in-the-renewable-revitalization.jpeg



Background Theory

I What is an ”extreme event”?

Figure: Year maxima



Figure: R-largest values



Figure: Peaks over threshold



Non-stationarity

I By definition, there is little data for extreme events, any
analysis relies heavily upon theoretical results.

I When non-stationarity is present, the standard theory cannot
be applied.

I Non-stationarity is a common feature in many environmental
datasets (what we are working with).



Example of non-stationarity

Figure: Long term trend



Our goal

I To model and simulate non-stationary extreme data

I To estimate non-stationary return levels

I To define and estimate uncertainty of non-stationary return
levels



Return level plot

Figure: Return level plot for stationary data



Non-stationary return levels

Figure: Return level plots over 100 years



Heysham Temperature Data

Figure: Heysham temperature data

I Fit different non-stationary
GEV models to the data.

I GEV model is used to model
block maxima data.

I Compare models using
likelihood ratio test.

I Best model appears to be
GEV(µ0 + µ1t, σ, ξ).

I MLE estimates are:

µ̂0 23.20662050

µ̂1 0.07911825

σ̂ 3.30779629

ξ̂ -0.36780430



Return level plots for each year

Figure: Return level plots for 1980-2080



Uncertainty of the return levels

I Parametric bootstrap

I Using projected data

I Scaling data and then bootstrap

I Delta method



Parametric bootstrap

I Fit model to annual maxima

I Using simulations from this model we refit GEV and obtain
return level estimates.

I We get a sample of return level estimates for each year

I Find 95% CI for each year



Delta Method

Figure: Cole’s book, page 57, Delta Method



Using projected data

I Produce 12 different data sets

I Find return levels for each data set

I Build 95% CIs

Figure: Heysham temperature projected data



Results

I All methods give very close results for the CIs.

I Using projected data gives wider CIs (due to higher variance).

Figure: 95% CIs for 10 000-year
return level, using projected data

Figure: 95% CIs for 10 000-year
return level, using delta method



Results
I For all 4 methods we see that for higher values of N, we get

that CIs for 1980 and 2080 become closer.

Figure: 95% CIs for 10 000-year return level intersection, using projected
data



Results using projected data
I For higher-year return level we get larger overlap of the CIs

Figure: CI’s for 1000 to 10 000-years return levels



Future ideas

I Do the same analysis for all different years

I Try to use r-largest values or threshold exceedance methods

I Do analysis for different data (e.g.humidity data)



I Thank you for listening!

I Any questions?


